Utilizing a recently developed two-step fabrication process, we have experimentally demonstrated what is to the best of our knowledge the first ever integrated antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW), directly inscribed into bulk optical glass. The waveguide consists of an array of high-index contrast rods that surround an unmodified core. The transmission spectrum reveals the formation of discrete bandgaps that can be tuned by varying the diameter of the individual rods.
Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) are optical fibers that feature a periodic array of airholes that run along their entire length. Due to their unique properties that can be tuned over a very large parameter range, PCFs have revolutionized the field of guided wave optics and have found a plethora of applications [1, 2] . PCFs, which are comprised of a solid core surrounded by a holey cladding, guide light via total internal reflection similar to standard optical fibers and are routinely used, for example, in supercontinuum generation [3] . In contrast, the guiding mechanism in hollow-core fibers relies on a photonic bandgap that is formed as a result of a strictly periodic cladding structure [4] .
A different class of PCFs is obtained when a solid core (e.g., silica) is surrounded by an array of inclusions of a higher refractive index. Although those types of fibers also guide light in discrete spectral bands only, the actual guiding mechanism is different and can be explained by the antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) model [5] . One of the key conclusions of this model is that the spectral position of the bandgaps can be calculated by the properties of a single high-index inclusion alone (i.e., its diameter and refractive index) and only weakly depends on the geometry of the overall structure (i.e., number of inclusions and pitch). Those parameters in turn can be used to design the desired dispersive properties of the waveguides and to reduce the overall transmission losses [6] . The outstanding feature of ARROWs is that one can achieve resonant dispersion characteristics and high nonlinearities at the same time, leading to unique propagation effects when ultrashort laser pulses are launched into their core [7] . In addition, ARROWs have been proposed to be ideal candidates for sensing applications [8] , as well as for the design of tuneable photonic devices [9] .
Initially, ARROW fibers were realized by filling the airholes of a standard index-guiding PCF with a high-index fluid [10] . However, this process is time consuming, and leads to unwanted interface effects due to retraction of the liquid from the end facet and the resulting fibers are generally unstable to external influences such as high temperatures. Major progress came with the development of the first all-solid bandgap fiber [11] as well as with the demonstration that such fibers can form photonic bandgaps with an index step of only 1% [12] . These all-solid photonic bandgap fibers have found applications in supercontinuum generation [13] and in lasers and laser amplifiers as spectral filters [14] and dispersion compensators [15] .
In this Letter, we experimentally demonstrate, to the best of our knowledge, the first completely integrated ARROWs fabricated by the femtosecond (fs) direct-write technique [16] . Based on the unique capabilities and flexibility of this technique, our approach not only leads to inherently stable structures but also enables the fabrication of virtually arbitrary ARROW designs that might not be realizable in fibers. Furthermore, in contrast to ordinary fs laser written waveguides, the optical properties of the substrate are unmodified in the core that the guided mode is confined to, thereby limiting scattering losses and preserving the material's nonlinearity [17] .
The inscribed ARROWs consist of 36 individual laserinscribed modifications arranged in a three-ring hexagonal lattice surrounding an unmodified region in the center. A lattice pitch of Λ 7.5 μm was chosen to avoid overlap between the modifications. Figure 1 (a) shows a microscope brightfield image of a waveguide inscribed with a pulse energy of 70 nJ, while Fig. 1(b) depicts the same waveguide with the image taken at a longer exposure time in order to reveal the ARROW mode at its center. The mode was excited by focusing the microscope white-light source with the condenser onto the back face of the sample.
The waveguides were inscribed into a 18 mm long boro-aluminosilicate glass substrate (Corning Eagle2000) with a 5.1 MHz Ti:sapphire chirped pulse oscillator (Femtolasers FEMTOSOURCE XL 500). The 50 fs long pulses were focused into the glass at an average depth of 300 μm using a 100 × 1.25 NA oil immersion objective (Zeiss N-Achroplan). Computer-controlled air bearing stages (Aerotech ABL series) were used to translate the sample at a constant speed of 500 mm∕min. The high pulse repetition rate of the laser results in cumulative heating and strong heat diffusion [18] , which enables tailored structure diameters by adjusting the pulse energy and/or translation speed [19] . We attempted to fabricate ARROWs from small modifications (<5 μm in diameter) inscribed at low pulse energies (<35 nJ) and high translation speeds (2000 mm∕min). However, no ARROW mode was observed due to the limited index contrast of the modifications. In order to increase the index contrast, larger pulse energies are necessary. However, due to strong heat diffusion, the modifications generally rapidly increase in size as a function of incident pulse energy with diameters exceeding 10 μm. This makes a larger spacing between the single modifications necessary to avoid spatial overlap, but by spacing the modifications further apart, the core of the ARROW increases in size and thereby the mode-field diameter (MFD) increases. For efficient exploitation of nonlinear propagation effects, an MFD as small as possible is desirable. Hence for keeping the modification spacing small, a thermal postannealing process was employed that shrinks the high pulse energy modifications in size and creates a parabolic-like index profile while resulting in only a minor decrease in peak index contrast. This process is detailed in [20] .
For characterizing the spectral properties of the waveguides, broadband light from a tungsten halogen light source (Ocean Optics HL-2000) was injected with a telecom single-mode fiber (Corning SMF-28e). The light was collected at the other end with an identical fiber and analyzed with a CCD spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000) across the wavelength band from 400 to 1000 nm. Figure 2 shows the spectral transmission normalized against the fiber-to-fiber transmission of three ARROWs inscribed with 60, 70, and 80 nJ pulse energy, respectively. For pulse energies less than 50 nJ, only the first bandgap (gray shaded area in Fig. 2) could be observed within the tested spectral range and the waveguides suffered from low throughput. At pulse energies larger than 80 nJ, the strength of the bandgaps gradually decreased due to increasing spatial overlap of the modifications. With increasing pulse energy, the bandgaps shift toward longer wavelength and higher-order bandgaps occur, as shown in Fig. 2 . According to the ARROW theory, the spectral transmission properties are mainly dependent on the properties of a single modification. Therefore the low transmission regions, where light can resonantly leak through the cladding, are associated with the cutoff wavelengths of the higher-order modes of a single modification. A refracted near-field profiler (Rinck Elektronik) was used to measure the refractive index profile at a wavelength of 635 nm of single isolated modifications, which were inscribed into the same sample as a reference. A peak index contrast of 0.42% (6.1 × 10 −3 at 635 nm) and 0.49% (7.3 × 10 −3 ) was found for the 70 and 80 nJ modifications, respectively. The refractive index profile of a modification fabricated at 80 nJ pulse energy is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Using the measured index profiles, the higher-order mode cutoff wavelengths were numerically computed in RSoft BeamPROP. Due the ellipticity of the inscribed modifications, the degeneracy of the higher-order modes is lifted; for instance, the LP 11 mode splits into LP 11o and LP 11e modes, aligned with the major and minor axes of the modification, respectively. This results in splitting and fragmentation of the higherorder transmission bands [21] . This cannot occur to the first bandgap, making it the most robust band to structural nonuniformities arising from the fabrication process [21] , which is of importance for the fabrication of ARROWs in high refractive index glasses where control over the circularity is difficult. The computed cutoff wavelengths illustrated in Fig. 2 are in good agreement with the spectral location of the experimentally observed bandgaps. The intensity profiles of the higher-order modes associated with each low transmission region are shown as insets in Fig. 2 . The mode profiles are of the same orientation as the refractive index profile in Fig. 3(a) . The ellipticity of the modifications is a result of the focusing condition, and it is expected that more circular structures can be created by utilizing the full numerical aperture of the microscope objective via overfilling the objective's back aperture. The raw throughput of the 18 mm long waveguides peaked at 25%. The main contribution to the losses arises from the mode and numerical aperture mismatch between the injection fiber (multimode at the tested wavelength range) and the waveguide itself. This results in light being launched into the entire structure instead of the ARROW mode only. A mode-field profile of a waveguide fabricated with 60 nJ pulse energy is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The mode has six satellites, which is common for the first bandgap [21] . The confinement losses of ARROWs decrease with an increasing number of cladding rings and could thus be reduced to negligibly small values [21] .
We experimentally demonstrated, to the best of our knowledge, fs laser direct-written ARROWs for the first time. These waveguides are an avenue to dispersionengineered directly written photonics in a broad range of materials. The unique capabilities of the direct-write technique enable complex geometries, such as chirped or heterostructured claddings [22] , to be realized. Additionally, tapered waveguides can be fabricated by simply changing the pulse energy and/or the translation speed during inscription and thereby creating tailored dispersion profiles along the waveguide.
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